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He was in some amazement at himself ... remindful of the different
nature .. .—meredith, (mindful)
Remindful should  surely mean 'which  reminds', not 'who
remembers*.
Persistent insuccess, however, did not prevent a repetition of the
same question.—Times, (failure)
The best safeguard against any deplacemeni of the centre of gravity in
the Dual Monarchy.—Times, (displacement)
Which would condemn the East to a long period of unquiet.—Times.
(unrest)
Mere slips, very likely. If it is supposed that therefore they are
not worth notice, the answer is that they are indeed quite un-
important in a writer who allows himself only one such slip in
fifty or a hundred pages; but one who is unfortunate enough
to make a second before the first has faded from the memory
becomes at once a suspect. We are uneasily on the watch for
his next lapse, wonder whether he is a foreigner or an English-
man not at home in the literary language, and fall into that
critical temper which is the last he would choose to be read in.
The next two examples are quite distinct from these—words
clearly created, or exhumed, because the writer feels that his
style requires galvanizing into energy:
A man of a cold, perseverant character.—carlyle.
Robbed of the just fruits of her victory by the arbitrary and forceful
interference of outside Powers.—Times.
All the specimens yet mentioned have been productions of
individual caprice: the writer for some reason or other took a
liberty, or made a mistake, with one expression; he might as
well, or as ill, have done it with another, enjoying his little effect,
or taking his little nap, at this moment or at that. But there are
other neologisms of a very different kind, which come into
existence as the crystallization of a political tendency or a
movement in ideas. Prime Minister, Cabinet, His Majesty's
Opposition, have been neologisms of this kind in their day, all
standing for particular developments of the party system, and
all of them, probably, in more or less general use before they
made their way into books. Such words in our day are racial.

